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LLumar American company
Eastman Chemical is the owner of the LLumar’s plant, one of the largest and most integrated companies
in the production of window insulation films in the world. Our insulation films feature premium quality
in terms of manufacturing and design which is produced to last forever.
LLumar was established in America in 1977. Today, it exists in more than 100 countries to promote aspects
of beauty, energy, efficiency, comfort, security, and safety. LLumar window films protect and improve
houses, facilities, and vehicles. We work directly in cooperation with architects, designers, and clients to
ensure that our products directly meet market requirements. We confidently support every LLumar
product with a factory-backed warranty.
Through window films business, Eastman creates products that improve the effectiveness and performance of glass windows. It also introduces the latest technology in window films, which are produced in
a cleanroom manufacturing environment to ensure optimum quality. Eastman has a 55-year experience in window films production and technology,
It is also dedicated to continuously invest in machinery, technology, and personnel training to maintain
its position at the forefront of the industry. Our quality policy states that European performance films
have a certified quality management system that complies with ISO 9001:2008
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About Us
Asail Al Jazirah Trading Est. is the exclusive distributor of Eastman USA Company, specializing in the
production of (LLumar) thermal insulation films for glass and paint protection films for cars since 2004
till the present day.
Asail Al-Jazirah - LLumar Saudi Arabia managed to meet all the requirements of its valued clients by
providing the best thermal insulation and paint protection films for cars with the highest quality standards and high professionalism through more than 20 points of sale scattered throughout the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Asail Al Jazirah Trading is one of the leading establishments in providing all thermal insulation services
for buildings, as it managed to sign several agreements to execute and supply thermal insulation and
security and safety films for several government and private projects in the Kingdom.
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Our Mission
Provide our services at the highest level of quality through a technical team that is professionally
trained in installing thermal insulation and paint protection films for cars.

Our Vision
We seek to be our clients’ first choice in the field of thermal insulation for cars and buildings
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Window films for Cars
We offer you insulation films that suit your car, model, and lifestyle If you are looking for an original and
reliable product, we provide it to you. The car you choose depends significantly on your personality,
which is made up of a unique mix of desires and needs. We believe that reflecting your personality in
your car not only makes you satisfy your self-consciousness, it also strengthens this feeling. To achieve
this, we offer you a wide range of car insulation films, all manufactured to high-quality standards and
supported with a lifetime warranty. Be ready to protect your car with a perfect car insulation film, featuring attractive shape, practical features, or both.

Features of Window films
ATR mineralized thermal insulation films

CTX nanoceramic thermal insulation films

IRX nanoceramic thermal insulation films
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Paint Protection Films for Cars
Overcome your concerns about small objects, scratches, rocks, and sand. We understand your concerns: No matter how small these things are, the occurrence of any of them causes a feeling of distress;
seeing daily damages caused to the car while driving causes even the worst feeling.
Why not install LLumar films to protect your car paint? This will reduce your anxiety and make your driving experience even far more enjoyable; Llumar car paint protection, which is almost invisible, features
attractiveness and is an easy way to keep the paint original look of your car, or customized paint, new
and flawless no matter for how many miles you drive your car.

Features of "Platinum" Paint Protection Films
Maximum resistance to yellowing

Scratch Self-healing

Virtually invisible

Protect your car paint from surface scratches

Do not require polishing

Warranty up to 10 years in all LLumar showrooms in the Kingdom
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Window protection Films for Buildings
You have the highest building standards; we offer you perfect window films that fit them.
Fulfill your desire for enjoining a bright and natural sunlight, without getting exposed to unwanted side effects.
Improve the appearance, performance, and safety of your construction projects to amazing new levels thanks to our
window insulation films installed by experts. They provide you with the tools you need to give people in the place a
better feeling of comfort, lower energy costs, more privacy space, less furniture fading, prevention of writing on glass,
theft prevention, and keeping the shattered glass in place.

Types of Window films for Your Facility or House
Thermal insulation films

Security and safety films

Decorative films

Features of Window films
78% of the light gets in

Harmful rays insulation ratio is 99.9%

Total solar energy rejected (TSER) reaches 85%.

Reduce costs of electricity bills

Help in maintaining air conditioner efficiency

Help in preventing internal furniture fading

Give more privacy

10-Year Warranty
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Our Client

Project name:

The Ritz-Carlton

Type of film:

SCLPS8

Location:

Riyadh

Project name:

Movenpick Hotel

Type of film:

V14

Location:

Riyadh - Qassim

Project name:

Meridian Hotel

Type of film:

SCLPS8

Location:

Riyadh
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Our Client

Project name:

Royal Commission

Type of film:

N1040

Location:

Riyadh

Project name:

Imam Muhammad bin Saud University

Type of film:

N1040

Location:

Riyadh - Qassim

Project name:

Enrichment Center

Type of film:

N1040

Location:

Alkhobar
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Our Client

Project name:

General Authority for Investment

Type of film:

N1040

Location:

Riyadh

Project name:

King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals

Type of film:

V14

Location:

Dhahran

Project name:

Al Rajhi Bank

Type of film:

AIR80

Location:

Kingdom wide
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Our Client

Project name:

NCB Bank

Type of film:

N1040

Location:

Kingdom wide

Project name:

Bank Alblad

Type of film:

N1040

Location:

Kingdom wide

Project name:

King Faisal Specialist Hospital

Type of film:

N1040

Location:

Jeddah
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We are pleased to serve you
through
more than

20

branches in
the Kingdom

Riyadh

Jubail

Al kharj

Al-Ahsa

Jeddah

Qassim

Mecca

Ta'if

Medina

Khamis Mushait

Ta'if

Khafji

Yanbu

Najran

Al Khobar

Jizan

Dammam

Dawadmi
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Thank You ...
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@LLumar_Ksa

www.llumarsaudi.com

012081133

920017474

